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PREFACE

Had not the war intervened, readt-rs’of 

this little booklet miuht have been per

using n more pret'nlious work entitle'! 

MAGIC JIT NTS. which I was about 

to have published. Circumstances 

prevented this hmvevr and until such 

times as I am able tocairy out mv ori

ginal intention I venture to place (he 

followmg collection of tricks upon the 

market. Readers mav be interested 

to learn that this booklet has been prin 

tei on a home made machine, while 

the typesetting and binding are my first 

efforts - which will account for any 

erratic printing etc, that may occur.. ’



THE

SYMPATHETIC CANDLE

Effect.

Pack of cards shuffled, card 

selected and plaeed in card box. Candle 

shown and wrapped in sheet of note 

paper, wick end projecting. Light candle 

and ask assistant to hold box over 

ilame. He then opens box and finds 

pips have vanished from card leaving 

it blank, candle pushed out of paper and 

pips found to be ariauged down sides 

of candle.

Required -

Pack of cards, Brass Card bex, and a

candle faked as follows;-

First tako an ordinary candle and stick

say three diamonds cut from another

card down each side Now make a

paper shell, just a sliding fit for the

candle.

Presentation :

This is simple, have card 1 ox loaded 

with blank card, force 6 of diamonds 

and put in box. Take faked candle 

out of stick and wrap in note paper,
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putting elastic band round to keep it 

tight. Light candle and have box 

held over it Now ask assistant to 

open box, in which he of course finds 

the blank card. Candle is now

pushed up. taking care to let the shell 

remain inside mte naper la speckofwax 

on shell will help this). Count pips on 

candle and ask if correct

THE MUSIC MYTERY

Effect

Performer shows a sheet of blank manu

script paper, also a b:ttle of ink. Paper 

after oeing examined is rolled in a 

piece of brown paper, iIig ends of which 

»re tied up with the ends of two long 

lengths of silk ribbon. The roll is now 

tipped i-i to a vertical position and the 

contents of the ink bottle poured into it. . 

Spectators are now asked to write down* 

the names of their favourite songs on' 

pieces of paper. These” are collected



one being selected. The chooser is 

asked to think of the selected song and 

given the end of one piece of the ribbon 

to hold. The other ribbon is given to 

nianist, who while the chooser is think 

ing, tk twins out a terrible discord of 

notes cn tIse piano The Mss; paper is 

withdrawn from the roll and instead of 

l>eing covered with ink it is found to 

l>e a perfect piece of music, the title of 

which corresponds with the chcscn song. 

Explanation '■

The shove effect is an adaptation of the 

old parasol and mat trick. In this 

case the mat is represented by the sheet 

of brown 'piper which has a secret 

pocket' in one end The Mss paper 

and piece of music rtpresenting the two 

parasols. The evanishment of the ink 

is accoomplished by means of an Aqua

rius tube loaded into the blank paper in 

rolling it up The use of the silk ribbons 

is of coutse simply for effect. dt is 

hardly necessary to state that the song 

is forced. Personally, I use a changing 

basket as described in Behind the Scenes 

with the Mediums.



THE

ELUSIVE GEM

. . . . . . . . . .

Effect.

A member of the audience, having 

been invited on the platfoim, is given 

a small box to examine, The pet- 

former next shows a big diamond and 

an empty envelt pc. The diamond is 

given to person with box with inslriie 

tiorts to place it in the hex ami then put 

the box in their pocket. Performer 

now seals the envelope, and alter putt- 

a stamp on it asks someone to mark it. 

The envelope L then steed in front of 

a blotting pad in full view. Peifotmer 

next takes his pipe out of his pocket and. 

fills it with tobacco, lie then lights up 

and after taking a few puffs finds that 

his pipe will not draw. ■ Upon investig 

ation the reason of this is foundto.be 

that the tobacco has vanished its place 

being taken by the diamond. The 

small box is then opened and a stamp 

kas taken the place of the diamond, and 

on tuinrng the envelope round it is 

seen to be minus th: stamp and upen
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opening the envelope the missing 

tobacao is found.

Explanation

The vanish of the diamond (which is 

of the paste variety) and the appcai- 

ance of the stamp is accomplished by 

means of a vanishing thimble case 

which can be obtained at most magic 

depots. The envelope has a false back 

behind which is hidden the necessary 

amount of tobacco, equal to that van 

ished from the pipe. The stamp is an 

ordinary one having the gum cleaned 

off and the back blackened, a coating 

of gum being put on the front side in 

stead. Tlie blotting pad is coxe’id 

with black paper, and it will be seen 

that if both sides of the stump be moi



-tened and stamp placed on in the 

usual way, the stamp will be only 

slightly stuck to the envelope. Tf now 

the envelope he turned >ound and the 

stamp pressed up agamst pad it will 

become fastened to it and will not be 

seen on account of its hack matching 

the blotter The chance of tobacco in 

pipe is done with the aid of a tin fake 

as shown in Fig I A. This fake fits 

bowl of pipe and is provided with two 

compartments, the dividing partition 

being perforated to allow the tobacco 

which is placed in the ton portion being 

smoked The diamond is secreted in 

in the bottom part , thus jf the fake 

be palmed out the diamond is left in 

the pipe. Kote : Thimble esse should 

be given to assistant with drawer half 

out so that when stamp is inserted »nd 

drawer closed the duplicate diamond is 

pushed into position.
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AN IMPROVED ?

VANISHING DICE.

The trick wherein a covered dice is 

brought to the front of ihe stage and 

there vanished is fairly well known to 

magicians, The little improvement I 

am about to describe enables the perfor

mer to show the die is under the cloth 

at any stage of the trick.

Looking at Fig I it will be seen that 

the apparatus necessary to accomplish 

this effect is very simple. The main 

part of it is the same a* used for the 

old effect, namely a dark coloured hark 

erthief (double) having, a cardboard



fake the same size as the dice conceal

ed between. (A) represents another 

fake the same sice, t'.is has one s;de 

covered with the same hind of cloth as 

the hanks, the other side being o«de 

to represent one side of the dice.

This fake is hinged to the cloth as 

as shown.

Presentation

To present the cloth is placed over the 

the die with flap hanging down in 

front Now grasp the whole lot with 

the left hand, and slide over trap let 

die drop ami carry fake cloth to front. 

One corner of doth is th-n lifted and 

die (really false flap) shown. Of course 

a shake of the clodi will now vanish it.

THE

CRYSTAL CARD BOX

The effe:t of this little novelty is very 

simple, it is the appear.m-e of two cards
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in a glass box, previously shown 

empty, the box being hung in mid

air all the time.

The apparatus required for this effect 

consists ot firstiv, a glass box held to- A 

get her by means of a metal frame-work#- 

as shown in Fig I. Two of its sides 

marked ‘A’ and ‘B’ are made of metal 

and painted dead black inside. These 

sides which are just a little wider than 

one third of an ordinary placing car# 

have two small holes drilled exactly op 

posite one another in each of their side 

flanges. '1 hrough each of these pairs 

of holes runs a needle having a black 

bead and short length of thread attach

ed to its eye. Two triple fold folding



cards with black backs are also req

uired. These folding car ls are con

cealed in the sides ‘A’ ami ‘B’ before 

mentioned, and are held in a folded 

condition ( backs outward ) by means 

of the needles running through the 

holes iu the side flanges.

Presentation.

The presentation will Iv fairly obvious, 

the box :s loaded with the two folding 

cards, and under cover of a wave of » 

fan, or flick of a h"Ol'errbi-T the herds 

are pulled, thus releases the cards to 

view. One card is of course only prod

uced at a time.

•I

THE

PHANTOM COLOURS.

Un ler the above heading I propose to 

describe a ne it iitUe pocket trick The 

effect is as fellows Performer shows



six pisces of different coloured tissue 

paper, also six cigarette papers. To 

begin with someone s asked to select 

any one colour, and then screw it up 

inside any one cf the cigarette papers. 

The liitle ball thus formed is then 

stuck on a needle, the needle is then 

stuck on the table in (r< nt of the one 

who chose them. A hook is now 

introduced, and a woid selected, the 

chooser is then asked (o unwrap the 

two papers, upon doing so the chosen 

word is foun 1 imprinted in the selec

ted colour, on the lisai'eite paper, while 

the coloured paper bears the same n ord 

written in white.

I nrus. first of all explain th; t ward is 

forced, so many methods of doing this



have already been explained that 

further comment is un-necessary. ‘Hav

ing selected the word to be forced and 

the six colours to he used, the word is 

written on six duplicate cigarette pap 

ers in corresponding colourod crayons. 

Six duplicate coloured papers are now 

treated in a si:i;ilar manner, the writ

ing being done in wbi e These six 

papers are now wrapped r Hind the 

prepared white ones. Six darning 

needles are now faked by having the 

eyes ground away ami poh ts ground 

in their stead. '1 he prepared b: 11s 

a-e then stuck one on each needle, the 

needles in this condition are stuck (in 

known order) just under the coat lapel 

on the lining, All is now teady for 

presentation, Having had the papers 

selected and word forced, the performer 

takes the needle with chosen colour on 

It, from his coat, anti concea’ig the 

duplicate ball between tlie thumb and 

finger, he presents the opposite point to 

the chooser In sticking it on the 

table the nee he is reverse ! ami chocreis 

ball ‘B! palmed off, in the same move

ment needie is stuck in tab’e
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MERE, THERE, 

AND EVERYWHERE,

Effect,

Performer takes a pack of cards 

and after giving them a (false ) shuffle 

a spectator is invited to cut them and 

take the card on top of the bottom 

po t o l, while chooser is taking note 

of his card performer deals off 5 other 

cards from the top of the psek^ He then 

takes the selected card and nvx< s it up 

with the other five. These six cards

after having been sh w 1 all different 

are again shuffled and placed in a row 

on a small easel as shown above The 

chooser is now invited to guess under
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which number his ca c is, and strange 

to say, no matter what number he asks 

his card is sure to be under it, even 

though he change his mind half a 

dozen times.

To begin with the earJ is forced by 

meins of a long card. We next req

uire 5 duplicates of the card to ba 

forcal, also 5 indifferent cards. These 

are mad into similar cards to those 

used for the four acc tiick wherein | the 

four aces are cut short and stuck at the 

bottom to other cards. These 5 cards 

are secretly placed on top of the pack 

to be dealt off when required. If now 

tha chosen card be mixed with these 5 

on riffling them they will appear to be 

indifferent, when etch card is shown 

singly however it appears- to be the 

chosen card.

4
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A SILKEN MYSTERY

The effect of this item is as follows 

Performer takes three coloured hanks 

from a small stand. Next he folds a 

piece of newspaper into a cone, in this 

he places the tlvee hanks and then 

closes the mouth of the core The 

cone is now waved in front of the 

empty stand when immediately the 

three hanks leave the cone and appear 

on the stand again,

As will be surmised, the stand alluded 

to Is mainly responsible f r this effect 

This being the case T will piocced to 

describe its construction first, Locking 

at the, above sketch it will be s<eu 

that it consists of an oblotig piece of



wood covered with black velvet,(pivoted 

on a metal base. The 'revolving piece 

of wood has a hole diilled in it’ at 

either end, and threaded through them 

is a piece of black el tstic provided 

with n small loon atea< h end as shown 

The purposs of this will be seen later 

Next time small hooks (to fasten the 

hanks to 1 are fixe I on <:tker side 

Thre; duplicate silks rre fastened to 

the hooks on the side which the looped 

ends oF elastic are. The hanks are 

first rolled upas small as possib'e. the 

elastic loops then 1 e'ng pulled over 

them until the loops overlap, one loop 

is slipped through the ■ o'her and a 

needle having a short long h of thread 

attache! to it is stu k through it, thus 

keeping the hanks >oncealcd. the thr

ead is then passed over the top so 

that it hangs down in front. It will 

now be seen that if the thread be g:ve,n 

a downward pull, tire back of board will 

be brought to the front. »n 1 simultan

eously the hanks will bereVasrd.

The vanish from the cone is alre dy 

well k’. O'vn. The presentation of this 

effect will I think be self evident.

• . . . .
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